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CRISPR and Genetic Engineering
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CRISPR is an acronym for Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short
Palindromic Repeat. This name refers to the unique organization
of short, partially palindromic repeated DNA sequences found
in the genomes of bacteria and other microorganisms. While
seemingly innocuous, CRISPR sequences are a crucial component
of the immune systems of these simple life forms. The immune
system is responsible for protecting an organism’s health and
well-being. Just like us, bacterial cells can be invaded by viruses,
which are small, infectious agents. If a viral infection threatens a
bacterial cell, the CRISPR immune system can thwart the attack
by destroying the genome of the invading virus. The genome of
the virus includes genetic material that is necessary for the virus
to continue replicating. Thus, by destroying the viral genome,

the CRISPR immune system protects bacteria from ongoing viral
infection.
Interspersed between the short DNA repeats of bacterial CRISPRs
are similarly short variable sequences called spacers. These spacers
are derived from DNA of viruses that have previously attacked
the host bacterium. Hence, spacers serve as a ‘genetic memory’
of previous infections. If another infection by the same virus
should occur, the CRISPR defense system will cut up any viral
DNA sequence matching the spacer sequence and thus protect the
bacterium from viral attack. If a previously unseen virus attacks, a
new spacer is made and added to the chain of spacers and repeats.
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